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1. Executive Summary
Quantum computing promises to disrupt any industry
that relies on heavy-duty computation. Use cases of this
new technology range from chemistry and materials
design to machine learning and optimization in finance,
energy, mobility, logistics, and pharma. Over the past few
years, first generation quantum computers have become
available to end users. While these early-stage machines
still need to overcome technical difficulties before they
can outperform classical high-performance computing,
they are an invaluable tool for exploring this new technology. Quantum computing requires new corporate structures and skills because classical algorithms and development methods cannot simply be reused or easily adapted.
To be ready in time companies need to start this learning
process today while the technology continues to mature.
Many of the largest industry players, governments and
venture capitalists world-wide have ramped up heavily their investments in quantum computing. This has
resulted in rapid progress of hardware and software.
On the software side, development tools for quantum
computer programming have emerged. On the hardware
side, Google’s fully programmable quantum computer has
demonstrated a computational advantage over the fastest
supercomputer [1]. While the task they solved has no relevance for business use cases, these developments clearly
demonstrate the prowess of even relatively small quantum
computers.
The accelerating pace of the field means that some industry verticals could be affected sooner rather than later. It
takes time and a deep understanding of the technology
to acquire the skills necessary for an assessment and the
implementation of potential use cases. First steps towards
adoption are joining the growing quantum computing
ecosystem and exploration with available early-stage
quantum machines. We support you on this journey with
our expertise in assessing potential use cases, building
up skills, programming prototypes, and integration. For
example, d-fine is a core member of PlanQK, a consortium
of industry and academic partners developing a platform,
ecosystem and use cases for quantum-assisted machine
learning. This report provides you with an overview of
quantum computing, the prevalent hardware access model, major quantum software frameworks, and concludes
with a glimpse into programming quantum computers.

2. A Brief History of Quantum Computing:
From Lab to Business
What kind of computer would it take to simulate all of
physics? Speculation of this kind in the early 1980s in the
US—and independently in the USSR— led to the concept
of a quantum computer [2], [3]. Richard Feynman and
Yuri Manin noticed that simulating quantum mechanical systems on a classical computer is infeasible. As the

system size grows this simulation would rapidly consume
resources beyond any conceivable classical supercomputer. They proposed to solve this issue by using controllable quantum systems to simulate other quantum systems
efficiently.
This train of thought was formalised in the concept of a
universal quantum computer. Such a computer enables a
much richer class of operations than its classical counterpart (see Info Box 1 – Sources of Quantum Advantage).
Quantum computers can perform tasks a classical computer simply cannot perform. From the abacus to modern
supercomputers we have exploited the same basic principles for computation over millennia. Quantum computers are the first departure from these basic principles.
Quantum computing rose to prominence after researchers proposed specific quantum algorithms in the
mid-1990s that would outperform classical counterparts.
However, exploiting their advantage requires a quantum
computer. Perhaps the most famous quantum algorithm
is Shor’s algorithm for prime number factorisation. This
algorithm breaks most of today’s public key cryptography
systems [4]. Further experimental and theoretical breakthroughs throughout the 1990s made quantum computing a realistic possibility by the early 2000s.
In recent years, the field has seen a remarkable boost in
industrial backing. This growth has led to the emergence
of a supporting ecosystem. Today Google, IBM, Microsoft, and others are pushing quantum computing with
substantial funding and institutional muscle. An influx
of venture capital has also galvanised a budding startup
scene. These startups cover a wide range of services such
as quantum hardware production, systems expertise, and
software development. Industrial efforts are accompanied by an increasing focus on quantum technologies by
national and supranational funding bodies.1 These joint
endeavours are bearing fruits as first working devices become available to industry partners and the wider public.
Present day quantum computing devices are still limited.
They cannot, yet, deliver the computational speedups
associated with fully fledged universal quantum computers. Today’s devices are known as noisy intermediatescale quantum (NISQ) devices [5]. They have two main
drawbacks. First, NISQ devices are limited to, say, a few
hundred qubits (see Info Box 1). A low qubit count limits
the amount of information that can be extracted from
computations. Second, hardware implementations of
qubits are subject to severe engineering constraints, such
as noise and the connectivity between qubits. As a result,
quantum computations on NISQ devices are much more
error prone than classical computations. Taken together
these limitations mean that NISQ devices can only exe1 Examples are the €1bn Quantum Flagship initiative by the EU, the $1.2bn National
Quantum Initiative Act in the USA, or the $10bn National Laboratory for Quantum
Information Sciences in China.
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cute short algorithms. This limits the complexity and the
type of problems they can solve. Once these limitations
have been overcome, the upside of quantum computing
is enormous. Info Box 2 exhibits some of the impacted
areas. Depending on the task the upside includes a much

faster time-to-solution or better approximations
leading to a competitive advantage. The enormous
upside and the proliferation of NISQ devices has
led to a world-wide rush among industry players for
finding suitable real-world applications.

Info Box 1 - Sources of Quantum Advantage
The basic principles of computation have not changed for millennia. Manual calculation with an abacus relies on
the same principles as the current fastest supercomputer. Quantum computers perform their logical operations
according to a different set of rules: quantum mechanics. Here are some of its key principles.

Basic Unit Information

Superposition

The basic unit of classical information is a bit which
is a binary state of ‘0’ or ‘1’. The corresponding unit in
quantum information is a qubit, which is represented
by a 2-dimensional vector with values on the unit
sphere. Its location on the sphere encodes information about the probability of a qubit being in state ‘0’ or
‘1’. This information is called probability amplitude.

The qubit state is represented by a vector and can be
rotated in any direction. This allows for configuration that have a probability of 50% for being one and
50% for being zero (or any other valid combination of
probabilities). Such a superposition can be used for
evaluating all possible values of a quantum function
in a single execution.

Entanglement

Probabilistic Calculation

Entanglement is a purely quantum phenomenon.
Two entangled qubits cannot be described by their
individual states alone. They can only be described as
a combined system. This causes strong correlations
between different qubits: reading out one qubit immediately influences the outcome of the other qubit.

Quantum computation is probabilistic. Obtaining information from a quantum state requires reading out
a (classical) value ‘0’ or ‘1’. Reading out this classical
value forces the quantum state to choose a definite
state with a probability encoded in its probability
amplitudes. Generally, a classical computer needs
exponentially many resources to simulate such probabilities.

Interference
Similar to light, qubits can interfere with each
other. Interference means that the probabilities
of some outcomes can be boosted while probabilities of other outcomes can be reduced. Quantum
algorithms rely on this effect to boost the probability of reading out correct solutions.

Quantum algorithms combine these concepts. Their interplay allows quantum computers to exhibit better performance for many applications. In contrast, classical algorithms cannot be reused on quantum computers.
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Info Box 2 - Potential Use Cases for Quantum Computing
In general, quantum computers excel at tasks such as the simulation of materials, optimization, search, and
sampling. Given the right algorithm these tasks can be performed with a substantial speed boost on a quantum computer, leading to a faster time-to-solution or better approximations. However, most of these examples
require large-scale quantum computers. The practical advantage of today’s NISQ devices remains under heavy
investigation by many academic and industry players.

▪ Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: Artificial intelligence and machine
learning has started to dominate both our daily life and our business environment. However, many of the hard problems consume enormous resources. Quantum computing could
offer a more resource-effective way to tackle hard machine learning problems. It could also
open up ways for learning about inherently quantum mechanical systems across several
industry sectors.

▪ Chemistry & Materials: The chemical & materials industry is expected to be an
early beneficiary of quantum computing. Quantum computing offers a compelling
route towards the efficient simulation of materials. This will lead to a better understanding of molecules and their chemistry and accelerate the discovery of new materials
with innovative properties. Potential innovations are improved battery technology or
reduced energy consumption for chemical production. Much research has been performed in this area and quantum algorithms already exist (e.g. nitrogen-fixation) that are
waiting for quantum computers becoming sufficiently large for their execution.

▪ Financial Industry: Portfolio optimization, asset allocation, risk management, or
anomaly detection often depend on heavy-duty optimization and simulation algorithms. Quantum computing may provide a competitive advantage by ensuring faster
time-to-solution or more accurate approximate solutions.

▪ Urban Mobility & Smart City: The world-wide tendency towards urbanization
and smart mobility will likely increase the adoption of heavy-duty optimization algorithms for complex traffic flows. Quantum computing could help improve the planning of urban mobility and smart cities. Additionally, it may help ensure the real-time
operation of these systems.

▪ Supply Chain, Logistics & Energy: Efficient logistics as well as supply chain and
energy networks require solutions to complex optimization problems. One example is
the cost-efficient planning and operation of energy grids with many constraints, such
as caps on greenhouse gases or the availability of energy storage. Quantum computing
can help reduce the time-to-solution or enable finer-grained network topologies that
cannot be optimized efficiently with classical computers.

▪ Health & Pharma: Identification, production and testing of new drugs is timeconsuming and cost-intensive. Quantum computing can help discover new drugs more
efficiently, e.g. by combining improved chemistry simulations and the use of machine
learning tools.
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3. Quantum Computing as a Service
The state of quantum hardware development bears
similarity to the early days of classical computer development. While classical computers have largely settled on
silicon semiconductor technology, quantum hardware
manufacturers pursue several competing technologies.
Currently, systems based on superconducting technology
dominate the market. As of early 2020 these include the
53-qubit quantum computer “Sycamore” used by Google
in their ground-breaking experiment [1], a 53-qubit computer announced by IBM, as well as a 32-qubit machine by
startup Rigetti Computing. Alibaba Cloud, a subsidiary of
Alibaba, has announced an 11-qubit quantum computer
offering. Intel is working on a 49-qubit superconducting
prototype, while also developing a second prototype
using a different underlying technology, namely spin
qubits. The Finnish startup IQM is developing a superconducting quantum processor. On the two issues that limit
these devices, currently, superconducting qubits do well
on the qubit count but are disadvantaged by large noise.
Ion trap qubit technology aims to improve on noise and
connectivity of the qubits. In late 2018, IonQ has released
impressive specs for their ion trap quantum computer.
The Austrian startup AQT as well as Honeywell also
pursue ion trap architectures. Microsoft works on topological qubits, which promise the lowest level of noise of
all architectures. Unfortunately, this technology is not
ready for general quantum computing, yet. The startups
PsyQuantum and Xanadu use linear optics and single
photons to build a quantum computer at room temperature.
An early pioneer, D-Wave, produces a 2000-qubit quantum annealer. This is a specialised computer geared towards certain optimization problems instead of universal
computation.
IBM, Rigetti Computing, and D-Wave quantum machines
are available to the public over the cloud.2 The argument
for offering quantum computing as a service are compelling:
▪ Quantum computers are large and require expert
maintenance. For example, superconducting quantum
computers operate at milli-Kelvin temperatures requiring
liquid helium cooling and electromagnetic shielding.
▪ Technological advancements are rapid. For example, the number of qubits has steadily increased while
error rates have decreased by orders of magnitude over the
last few years. This means that these quantum machines
would quickly need to be replaced with significantly more
advanced machines.
▪ Prototyping requires access to different hardware
architectures. Part of the current phase of prototyping is
the comparison of different hardware architectures for a
given potential application.

Thus offering a service, where quantum computers
receive subtasks via the cloud and send back the results,
seems to be beneficial in the near term. It also allows
standardised software layers to develop on top of different
hardware platforms. Such an abstract software layer can
then decide on a suitable hardware platform for each subtask. Consequently, first unified software ecosystems are
starting to emerge.

4. Programming a Quantum Computer
All major hardware manufacturers have recognised that
software development stacks are an essential pre-requisite for the adoption of quantum computing in non-specialist industry. Info Box 3 shows the major full-stack
quantum software frameworks. “Full-stack” stands for
an integrated software and hardware design providing
different levels of abstraction. Many of these frameworks
provide high-level libraries of ready-made quantum
algorithms. They also provide ways to program quantum
algorithms in a classical programming language such as
Python. The lower layers provide compilers translating
high-level instructions to native gate sets. Assembly-like
languages describe low-level quantum operations. At the
lowest level are quantum computer simulators running
on classical hardware or physical quantum computers.
Today’s frameworks largely follow open source licensing.3
In addition to the frameworks in Info Box 3, there are also
vendor-independent software frameworks and ecosystems. Examples include Amazon Braket or the publiclyfunded project PlanQK [7]. PlanQK aims at developing a
platform and ecosystem for quantum-assisted artificial
intelligence. Developers and experts will be able to provide quantum-assisted solutions to industry users through
the platform. d-fine is a core industry member of PlanQK.
Quantum programming is a very young and rapidly
evolving discipline. This means that developing quantum
software is still quite different from developing classical
software:
▪ Hardware abstraction. During the NISQ era, programming frameworks cannot fully abstract away idiosyncrasies of hardware implementations. For instance, the
physical qubit layout often does not support the all-to-all
connectivity required by general quantum algorithms.4

2 Other manufacturers have announced plans for cloud access to selected partners.
D-Wave’s system is also available for purchase.
3 For a review of open source quantum software, see [6].
4 This problem can be mitigated to some extend by intelligent compilers, which translate a quantum program for a given hardware layout.
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Info Box 3 – Major Quantum Software Development Frameworks
All major quantum software development frameworks allow for coding quantum algorithms at different levels
of abstraction. Code can be executed either on physical quantum processing units (QPUs) such as NISQ devices
or on simulators of real QPUs. Libraries such as TensorFlow Quantum or Pennylane provide interfaces for seamless integration of quantum algorithms into machine learning frameworks such as TensorFlow or Pytorch.

data

▪ Low-level programming. Implementation of new
quantum algorithms or fine-tuning of available algorithms is often at the level of individual quantum operations — equivalent to specifying individual logic gates for
classical computation. However, current software frameworks often come equipped with several helper tools and
functions for specifying higher-level building blocks.
▪ Data encoding and type standards. There are no
standardized data encoding methods and types, yet.
Quantum programmers need to choose an encoding most
suitable for a given task or hardware. This is in contrast to
classical computing where data types are highly standardized, e.g. the IEEE 754 formats for floating point numbers.
▪ Software standards. Often there are no formal
standards between the various software frameworks.
On the other hand, several frameworks have introduced
plugin systems, which allow them to work with different
quantum hardware at the lowest level, while providing a
unified abstraction at a higher level.

▪ Testing. Simulating quantum computers is computationally demanding. Even with classical supercomputers,
simulation of arbitrary quantum computers is only possible up to around 40-50 qubits (although this limit may be
pushed for specific quantum algorithms).
▪ Debugging. Debugging quantum computers is hard
because an observation will change the physical state.
This means that the state during calculation cannot be
inspected without destroying the calculation. So far there
is no satisfactory way to debug quantum computations.
▪ Verification. A related issue is verifying the correctness of a quantum computation result. There is no
straightforward way to compare results between quantum
and classical computers. The tasks relevant for quantum
computers are just not solvable on classical computers.
This issue is still an active research field.
Info Box 4 gives a flavour of programming a quantum
computer with the simple example of flipping two coins.
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Info Box 4 - Programming a Coin Flip on a Quantum Computer
Alice and Bob have recently learned about quantum computing. Bob is intrigued
by its intrinsically probabilistic nature but he is not quite sure how to exploit it.
He challenges Alice to implement a coin flipping game with two coins—one coin
for Alice and one coin for Bob. The result per flip should be random, either heads
or tails, but both coins should always have the same outcome, either two heads or
two tails. They agree on the rule that no coin is allowed to check the outcome of
the other coin (this excludes, for example, “if“ checks on outcomes or copying the
results of one coin).
Alice fires up a browser on her phone and accesses Rigetti’s quantum computing system over the cloud. Alice
remembers the superposition and entanglement principles of quantum computing. For superposition she
applies the quantum operation “H” (Hadamard) on qubit 0. The first qubit is now in a state that resembles independent flips of the first coin. Then she exploits entanglement using the controlled NOT (CNOT) quantum
operation on qubits 0 and 1. This step is uniquely quantum—the two qubits cannot be considered independently anymore. As a result, when Alice or Bob look at “their” coin, the two faces will always be the same—either
two heads or two tails. In contrast to normal coins, it is not necessary to check or copy explicitly the state of the
first coin for this outcome. In principle, Bob could even send “his” coin to the moon before they check results.
The outcome would remain unchanged. Alice’s code “looks” at the coins via the run_and_measure method of
the quantum device. This is repeated 10,000 times. The output of the coin flips are pairs of 0s or 1s (heads or
tails). All 10,000 trials are perfectly correlated and each outcome occurs with approximately 50% chance. Bob
is suitably impressed and vows to dive into quantum programming as well.

from collections import Counter
from pyquil import Program, get_qc
from pyquil.gates import H, CNOT
# Request a handle for a 2 qubit (simulated) quantum device on Rigetti’s system.
device = get_qc(“2q-qvm”)
# Initialise a quantum program object to be executed on a quantum device.
program = Program()
# Create a superposition on qubit 0. Qubit 0 has a 50/50 chance to show 0 or 1.
program += H(0)
# Entangle qubits 0 and 1. Ensures that their outcomes are strongly correlated.
program += CNOT(0, 1)
# Run the program 10,000 times on the quantum device.
bitstrings = device.run_and_measure(program, trials=10000)
# Count the number of each outcome. (0, 0) is two heads, (1, 1) is two tails.
print(Counter(list(zip(*bitstrings.values()))))
# Output: Counter({(1, 1): 5018, (0, 0): 4982})
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5. Conclusion
Until recently access to quantum computers was restricted to highly specialized research labs. Today several
commercial manufacturer provide access to early quantum computing hardware over the cloud. An emerging
software ecosystem allows interested industry players to
assess this new technology by implementing concrete use
cases for quantum computers.
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